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Garfield Clean Energy 
Board Meeting 

 
Wednesday, May 9, 2012 

1:00 - 3:00 p.m. 
Garfield County Administration Building 

108 8th St., Glenwood Springs 
  

 
AGENDA 

 Agenda Item Requested action Est 
time 

1. Roll Call  1:00 pm 

2. Board member and public comment, items not on 
agenda 

  

3. Consent Agenda: 
• Approval of April Minutes, attached 

 
Motion to approve. 

1:05 pm 

4.  Transportation/Petroleum Independence - Goal: 
Reduce Petroleum consumption by 25% by 2020, 
over a 2009 baseline, as a means to a stronger, 
more resilient and energy-secure economy. 

• Vehicle and Fleet Efficiency/CNG 
Regional Planning workshop – 
Summary and Next Steps 
(attachment) 

• Active Transportation – Trails, Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Summit – Summary 
and Next Steps (attachment) 

• Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Update 

Discussion and Input 1:05 pm 

5. Rifle TOD Project: Summary of Charrette Week Discussion 1:45 pm 

6. Financing Discussion:  
• “Repurpose” a Portion of DOE Funding to 

Support Program Marketing, Program 
Incentives, Program Administration  
 

• Transfer of DOE Funding and Oversight 
Responsibility from Garfield County to 
GCE 

 

 
Recommend to GarCo 
“Repurposing” of DOE 
Funds  
 
Direct staff to work with 
GarCo on DOE 
Funding/Program 
Transfer 

2:15 pm 

7. Finance Report 
1. Unpaid Bills Detail/Accts Payable 
2. Balance Sheet 
3. P&L Budget vs. Actual 
4. A/R Aging Summary 

Motion to Approve Accts 
Payable 

2:45 pm 
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8. Project updates and reports:    2:50 pm 

 • EnCana Energy Expo – report from May 4th 
and 5th event 

• Upcoming events: GCE Board Retreat 
• May 14th and 15th – Film “Revenge of the 

Electric Car” (14th GWS Community Center 
7PM and 15th Third Street Center, 
Carbondale 7PM) 

• May 17th Amory Lovins Talk in Carbondale 
(sponsored by CLEER) 

• GCE Progress Report, attached 

Verbal Report  

9.  Next meeting June 13th - Adjourn  3:00 pm 
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Meeting Minutes 
Wednesday, April 11, 2012, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Garfield County Human Services Building, 195 W. 14th St., Rifle 

 
Board members present 
City of Rifle: Keith Lambert 
Town of New Castle: Greg Russi 
Garfield County: Tom Jankovsky  
City of Glenwood Springs: Leo McKinney 
Town of Parachute: Judith Hayward 
Town of Carbondale: John Hoffman  
RFTA: Ted Edmunds 
 
Others attending 
Garfield County: Jim Rada 
CLEER: Tom Baker, Karen Wahrmund, Jeff Dickinson 
Colorado Mountain College: Nancy Genova 
City of Rifle: Mike Braaten 
Xcel: Fred Eggelston and Tom Minerick 
RRDEC:  Michael Langhorne 
 
Members not attending 
Garfield Library District: Amelia Shelley 
 
Next meeting: Wednesday, May 9, 2012, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m., Garfield County Administration 
Building, Glenwood Springs. 
 
Public comments:  none 
 
Board member comments: Keith Lambert (GCE Representative to the Rifle TOD project) 
updated the GCE Board on the upcoming Charrette Week for the TOD project, which starts on 
April 16th.  Keith talked about the extensive public outreach events and passed around a flyer 
illustrating the various events - Wednesday public design workshop, and Friday is presentation.  
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John Hoffman spoke about House Bill 1136, which is not yet out of committee.  This bill would 
prevent private vendors on public property and John Hoffman was concerned that this bill may 
impede GCE’s ability to conduct public/private partnerships for CNG.  Tom Baker commented  
that this bill was initiated by private business concerns that rest stops on the interstate would be 
leased to private vendors for fuel and food businesses and that those businesses on public lands 
will compete with private sector businesses in those areas.  An additional concern was raised that 
these commercial businesses on public land would divert the travelling public from getting off 
the interstate and frequenting businesses in communities located near the interstate.  Tom 
reported that this was a topic of two WS CNG meetings and Kirk Swallow and Roger Wilson 
discussed this idea and the concerns in depth.  Mike Braaten, Rifle indicated that this bill was 
still in committee and unlike to get out of committee or pass if it does. 
 
Consent Agenda 
 
Approval of March Minutes:  Greg Russi motioned to approve.  John Hoffman wanted to 
expand on statement of collaboration of waste management.  Greg Russi directed staff to obtain 
the clarifying language from John Hoffman and amend the March minutes.  The motion was 
seconded by Tom Jonkovsky and approved unanimously. 
 
Project/Program Updates 
 
Greening Government Program and Renewable Energy Program Updates: 
 
Jeff Dickinson presentation:  Energy Goals summary.   Jeff presented several slides on how the 
Navigator can be used to help buildings save energy. He showed screenshot of MOC Energy 
Navigator with live gas monitoring:  it is harder to track than electricity, more expensive and 
complex but provides additional information regarding boiler runtimes.  He showed Glenwood 
Springs City Hall and Garfield County HHS as examples of savings potential especially at night 
when setback potential exists.  Parachute Town Hall – Boiler Temps before and after Energy 
Navigator shots.  The Navigator clearly shows functioning of boiler before and after repairs.    
 
Better Buildings Program: 
 
Residential – Through the first quarter of 2012, exceeded goal for retrofits and audits.  Rob and 
Erica at CLEER have  held contractor trainings to show how to get more involved turning audits 
into retrofits and taking advantage of existing rebates. Keith L. asked how goals were 
established?  Jeff D. answered that they looked at programs throughout the country and matched 
our goals to programs with similar funding.  
 
Commercial – Through the first quarter of 2012, exceeded goal for retrofits and audits.  
Continuing to work with utility companies to encourage retrofits and this has helped exceed 
retrofit and audit goals.  
 
Keith L. asked if programs would plateau if incentives dry up.  CLEER is looking at training 
contractors to be able to identify projects that are not as dependent on incentives.  Also, 
financing programs are coming on line that will fill some of the need.  
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Residential and Commercial Total: $1.1 million toward energy improvements. 
John H. asked, “Why residential is so much cheaper to perform than commercial?”  Jeff D. 
answered it is a scale issue. 
 
Renewable program – Have completed first phase of Solar Roof Top inventory for government 
buildings throughout the county for installing solar on rooftops. Scheduled Renewable Round 
Table -May 24th  to bring together stakeholders in community to identify strategies for solar 
implementation through out county.  Will partner with training event for Xcel Solar Rewards 
program.   
 
Question was asked on how to measure GCE’s goals of reducing energy consumption?  The 
answer was that it is measured through partnerships and on a countywide basis. 
 
Better Buildings Finance Program: 
 
Tom Baker provided the GCE Board with and update regarding the DOE funding for energy 
efficiency loans.  Tom spoke of both the credit reserve funding ($400k) and the revolving loan 
funding ($200k).  Staff is working with Funding Partners on the Revolving Loan paperwork.  
Tom reported that Alpine Bank and NWCCOG are completing the necessary paperwork (credit 
reserve) and staff is working with all other area banks and encouraging them to participate.  Staff 
expects a May 1st start if the banking community can address marketing by that time.  
Additionally, Funding Partners is developing paperwork based upon their work in Eagle County 
to establish the revolving loan. 
 
Jim Rada also reported that the county is looking at the long-term reporting/staffing/workload 
requirements of this grant and will make a decision in the near future about whether to continue 
being the grant recipient or transfer to GCE or other.  
 
Greg Russi suggested that small businesses in Garfield County need micro funds.  Michael 
Langhorne, RREDC voiced an interest in small business loans, as well.  “Access to capital is 
small business’ biggest hurdle,” said Mr. Langhorne. 
 
Xcel Energy Presentation: 
 
Tom from Xcel gave presentation on Demand Side Management programs:  Business program 
rebates and studies. Detailed demand side management plan – biennial plan, prescriptive rebates, 
rebate programs.  Demand Reduction Goals for 2012 are going up.   
 
Efficiency Programs - Three types of programs: studies/audits, CUSTOM, prescriptive. 
 
Studies/Audits – funds portion of study to identify energy savings (for ex: compressed air, 
energy analysis, standard offer, etc).   
 
Prescriptive Programs – fixed rebates for energy-savings technologies.  Program includes: 
heating (Plan A/Plan B boilers), lighting, cooling, and motors (Motors Plan A: must Exceed 
NEMA premium standard, now rebates available for small motors like fridges).   
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Custom – things that don’t fit into these programs.  Preapproval required, and rebates vary by 
project.  Programs include: Straight custom efficiency (windows, insulation, geothermal 
applications, roofing, window tinting), energy management systems, business new construction 
(energy design assistance), and data center efficiency.   
 
Who can help you:  Business solutions center 1800-481-4700 and account manager Tom 
Minerick 244-2682.  Coloradoeffeciencyguide.com and DSIREUSA.org also aid with incentives 
and rebates. 
 
Streetlight Discussion Fred Eggleston, Xcel Energy. 
The normal cost to a municipality for a streetlight is $13-15 per month.  All costs set rates, 
including maintenance, cleaning and repair, but energy cost are actually pretty low only about 
$2/month.  Savings is not there to go into another technology unless this technology is proven 
and provider/product that is lasting. Xcel will bid, but have to re-feed power to lights and provide 
metering, which is expensive. Xcel has not found a light provider that has a proven track record:  
high failure rates, need confidence in bulb, high heat, not good design, temperature problems. 
 
Greg Russi asked if streetlights should be blended into larger rate class?  Fred from Xcel replied 
that municipal is buying light, feed, and connection point.  Xcel charges $500 to take out the 
light.  
 
Keith Lambert asked if Xcel has embraced community solar?  Tom from Xcel answered, “Yes, 
program is being announced on May 22nd in Grand Junction.”  (CLEER/GCE are partnering on a 
training for installers May 25th) 
 
Regarding why some lights flicker Tom from Xcel explained that, that is how high-pressure 
sodium lights fail. 
“CMU’s geo exchange system is saving them $300,000/year, and is a good system to look at.” 
 
Areas of Mutual Interest for RREDC/GCE: 
 
Michael Langhorn from Rifle Regional Economic Development Corporation, RREDC, talked 
about working on collaboration.  Main objective is to bring jobs where business can thrive.  
Garfield County gave grant of $50k to be matched on private side.  RREDC wants more private 
businesses to invest in them.  RREDC wants more collaboration with primary employers.  
Discussion over how there is no control over price of natural gas, but they do have control over 
local side. 
 
RREDC wants to help and play a role for CNG.  They want to create an environment where 
business will thrive and they like CNG because it makes them unique.   
 
Michael talked about how a lot of companies can use natural gas for manufacturing, and they are 
trying to figure out how to compete – develop partnerships. Tom from Xcel weighed in – has a 
lot of history in compressed natural gas.  He said it all came down to economics.:  big fleets will 
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work, small numbers will not work.  Tom recommends focusing on RFTA program, and making 
it a really good design.  
 
Action Items 
 
Solar Roofs Project: 
 
Jeff Dickinson presented an update on the project as requested at last GCE board meeting.  The 
goal of the project is to  bring the cost of solar down by reducing expenses related to permitting 
and utilities. The project is part of a nationwide Department of Energy project and that we are 
part of the Southwest region.  GEO and COSEIA (Colorado Solar Energy Industries Association) 
are partners.  By being part of the project many resources will be brought to support on going 
efforts of GCE.     
Motion agrees to participate in this project.  Greg Russi motioned, and John Hoffman seconded 
the motion. 
 
Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Schedule GCE Board Retreat:  
 
Keith Lambert suggested to pick a number of dates and send them out on SurveyMonkey, so all 
the meeting attendees can weigh in on a date. 
 
Suggestion is agreed upon. 
 
Finance Report:  
 

1. GCE 
 

• Unpaid Bills Detail/Accounts Payable 
• Balance Sheet 
• P&L Budget vs. Actual 
• A/R Aging Summary 

 
Tom Baker will work with the Finance Committee, who will need to go online to pay bills on 
Bills.com once the GCE Board approves. 
 
The motion to approve Accounts Payable was made by Tom Jankovsky, and seconded by Judi 
Hayward. 
 
Motion passed unanimously 
 
Upcoming Events 
 
CNG and Vehicle and Fleet Efficiency: 
Friday, April 13, 2012.  CNG regionally is discussed at 10pm.  
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Trails Summit 
Friday, April 20, 2012.   
 
Judi Hayward spoke of the connection of trails in Battlement to the town, and how the group 
wants to do a formal ribbon cutting.  It was mentioned that Cathy would like more advanced 
signups for the Trails Summit.   
 
CMC will make a presentation on their Sustainability Curriculum at the August GCE meeting, 
which may be held at the Rifle Campus. 
 
Celebration of Judith Hayward 
 
Judi reiterated her willingness to remain on the GCE Board and will offer her service to the new 
Parachute Town Council.  She will suggest the Town Council appoint an alternate, as well. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:07 p.m. 
 
 

GARFIELD CLEAN ENERGY COLLABORATIVE 
 
 

By:  _______________________________ 
Greg Russi, Chairperson 

 
ATTEST:        
 
 
______________________________ 
Judith Hayward, Secretary 
 
 

These minutes were reviewed and approved by a vote of the Garfield Clean Energy 
Board of Directors at its meeting held on May 9, 2012. 
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Memorandum 
 
 
To:  GCE Board of Directors 
 
From:  Tom Baker, Mike Ogburn, GCE 
 
Date:  May 9, 2012 
 
Re:  Update: Transportation/Petroleum Independence 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of this agenda item is to provide the GCE Board with a progress 
report for GCE’s work on transportation. 
 
Background and Discussion:  Attached is the Transportation/Petroleum Independence 
portion of the Adopted Scope-of-Work.  Staff will summarize progress in each of the 
three subareas: 
 

1. Vehicle and Fleet Efficiency – As you know, GCE conducted a Vehicle and Fleet 
Efficiency Workshop on April 13th.  Many GCE Partner fleet, public works and 
police personal attended Mike Ogburn’s very informative presentation.  Staff is 
following-up the workshop with a two-fold approach to assisting Partners with 
vehicle and fleet efficiency: presentation to all partner elected officials to 
establish general goals; and direct work with Partner fleet staff to identify and 
implement steps appropriate to that Partner.  At the elected official’s meeting, 
staff is asking policy makers to adopt a resolution to: 

• Reduce petroleum dependence of our operations; 
• Reduce lifecycle fleet costs through purchasing policies, operational 

efficiency and vehicle efficiency; and  
• Increase operational robustness through fuel diversity. 

 
The importance of these resolutions is to communicate to each entity’s staff the 
importance of vehicle and fleet efficiency.  GCE staff then works with Partner 
staff to identify and implement steps and policies that further the above goals. 
 

2. Encourage Transportation Alternatives – On April 20th GCE sponsored a 
workshop on Active Transportation: Trails, Bicycle, Pedestrian Summit.  The 
next steps from that workshop include:  

• Regional Networking: Create a 3-Rivers Trail Coalition with 2x/year 
gatherings and a “list serve” to keep all parties informed throughout the 
year; 

• Pursue grants/funding to create a regional marketing/economic 
development strategy around trails, biking and hiking/walking; and  

• Explore solutions to gaps in the trail system. 
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3. Increase Availability and Use of Transportation Fuel Alternatives – The WS CNG 
Collaborative has made substantial progress in its first year of existence (first 
meeting May 4, 2011).  GCE/WS CNG Collaborative sponsored a Regional CNG 
Planning workshop on April 13th (EnCana, Garfield County, Glenwood Springs 
and Clean Cities were co-sponsors).  As a result of that workshop, we developed a 
draft Work Plan/Next Steps, attached.  At our May 2nd WS CNG meeting the 
group explored several “Partnership Ideas”, which staff will summarize: 

• CNG Fueling Partnership between RFTA and local government fleets; 
• Public/Private Partnership for Maintenance Facility use between auto 

dealers and local government fleets; 
• Public/Private Partnership for “Portable” fueling system – potential 

partners include: Roaring Fork COOP, Town of Carbondale, Garfield 
County, RFTA; 

• Need additional ideas for a “Public” fueling option: 
i. near I-70 corridor in Glenwood Springs; 

ii. Parahute 
• Building Demand for Fueling through Vehicle/Fuel commitment (build a 

market for GCE Partners to sell unneeded CNG vehicles to other 
Partners). 

 
Staff will summarize other aspects of GCE’s Transportation work as time permits. 
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GCE Scope of Work 
 
Transportation/Petroleum Independence 
 

GCE overall goal:  Reduce petroleum consumption by 25% by 2020, over a 2009 
baseline, as a means to a stronger, more resilient, and energy-secure economy. 

 
The 2012 scope continues the three-pronged approach used to date to reduce 
dependence on oil, which includes encouraging use of alternative transportation; 
encouraging greater fuel efficiency and clean vehicle technology, and 
encouraging use of alternative fuels. 

 
 
1. Vehicle and fleet efficiency: 

 
Add fleet efficiency and fuel cost information to navigator and post tracking 
information for each partner by 3rd quarter 2012.  
 
Work with each GCE partner to develop and implement an action plan for cost 
savings through fleet fuel and vehicle efficiency.  Measure and report on benefits of 
implemented actions. 
 
Conduct workshop to provide information and support to fleet managers throughout 
the region. 
 
Conduct outreach to other fleets in the region on measures they can take to cut fuel 
costs. 
 
Work to increase adoption the fleet/fuel efficiency policy among partners and other 
regional organizations with large fleets. 

 

2. Encourage transportation alternatives: 

Continue county-wide Safe Routes to School programs, including spring county-
wide school transportation challenge and fall school commuter challenge.  

Organize county-wide Bike to Work week/commuter challenge along with state 
wide and regional partners.   

Hold "Clean Energy Transportation as economic opportunity" event. 

Build partnerships with RFTA, CDOT and state and regional agencies on 
transportation alternatives programs. 

Raise additional funding from cosponsors for above programs. 
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Support RFTA and other partners with regional outreach on transportation 
alternatives and community design supportive of transportation alternatives. 

Support statewide partners (such as CDOT and State Department of Public Health) 
in idling awareness programs. 

 
3. Increase availability and use of transportation fuel alternatives. 

 
Continue work in coordinating work of the Western Slope CNG Collaborative. 
Accelerate adoption of CNG vehicles and increase fuel demand at the Rifle CNG 
station by addressing opportunities and barriers identified by the collaborative of 
governments, businesses and gas producers..  
 
Hold workshop/symposium in 2012 that will include fuel choice topics. 
 
Work with state and regional partners on advancing additional alternative fuel 
infrastructure. 
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Efficient Vehicle and Fleet/Regional Planning CNG Workshop 
Glenwood Springs 

April 20, 2012 
 

A group of 50-60 representatives from western Colorado communities, natural gas 
industry, private sector businesses, local governments, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory and CNG businesses attended a workshop on April 13th in Glenwood 
Springs, Colorado.  The workshop included presentations and discussions on vehicle 
and fleet efficiencies, regional planning for CNG: including partnerships for fueling 
stations, vehicle conversion/financing, and maintenance facility usage, future role of 
WS CNG Collaborative, role of the industry, and where do we go from here.   
 
A copy of the workshop presentations is at the following link:  
 
http://www.garfieldcleanenergy.org/trans-fleets-2012-workshop.html 
 

Next Steps and Work Plan 
 

 
Tasks 

 

 
Responsible 

Parties 
 

Education, Information, Partnerships 
 

 

Create a decision making tool for partners, businesses and 
community members, which gives them information that will 
guide them through the questions necessary determine if CNG is 
a good choice. 

 
GCE, WSCNG 

Facilitate state-wide standards for Fire Safety for CNG usage in 
buildings. 

 
GEO 

Provide interested businesses, governments, community 
members the opportunity to tour existing CNG operations 
around the state, in order to observe operations and question 
operators on various elements of CNG. 

 
CLEER, GEO, 

NREL 

Explore “partnership” ideas and opportunities.  Fueling 
facilities: industry, government, private sector.  Vehicle 
conversions and financing: auto dealers, bulk purchase with 
state government purchasing process.  Maintenance facilities: 
auto dealers, governments, businesses. 

GCE, WSCNG, 
GEO, GARCO, 

EnCana, 
Cheapeake,  

Williams, Bill 
Barrett 

 
Determine how/if WS CNG Collaborative will change its scope 
to engage the general community on the topic of CNG. 

WSCNG, GCE 

Provide “EnCana type” tours for communities to get an 
understanding of industry operations in the field. 

EnCana and Oil 
and Gas 
Industry 
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Provide information and education outreach to community 
members regarding: Hydraulic Fracturing (how is it done and 
what are the safeguards?); Fracking Fluids (what are they? How 
are they disclosed? How are they reprocessed?); Gasfield 
Emissions (emissions occur from drilling, pipeline transport and 
distribution and storage.  Emission leakage is reported between 
1% and 8%.  What do we know and what are best practices?) 
 
Industry representatives suggested that their preferred 
approach to community outreach is to provide this information 
in venues such as Rotary, Chambers of Commerce, Kiwanis, 
HOA’s. etc.  Their desire is to reach out to community members 
in a non-traditional manner and make is as easy as possible for 
citizens to attend. 

 
EnCana and 

other Oil, Gas 
Industry and 

CMC 

  
 
CNG Regional Planning 
 

 

Information Gathering 
• Environmental baseline information for air and water 

quality is necessary, prior to drilling to, in order to have 
informed discussions about what actual impacts occur, if 
any, due to oil and gas activities. 

 

GEO, CDPHE, 
County 

Environmental 
Health 

Departments  

Fuel Station Locations 
• Eagle County – Edwards to Vail and/or Eagle/Gypsum 
• Rio Blanco County – County Road and Bridge Facility 
• Summit County – TBD 
• Routt County – Hwy 40 corridor and/or Steamboat 

Springs 
• Pitkin County – RFTA BMF or Pitkin County Road and 

Bridge Facility 
• Garfield County – Parachute, Glenwood Springs, 

Carbondale (portable fueling facility 20 vehicles/day) 

GEO, GCE, 
WSCNG, and 

Associated 
Counties 

Building Demand 
• Reach out to local governments and local private fleets 

and negotiate fuel agreements to demonstrate demand for 
fueling facility. 

• Work with county government (GarCo) to “seed” CNG 
vehicles in local governments and CNG portable fueling 
station.  Also, work with state and dealers to aggregate 
demand for a larger vehicle purchase (also reduced cost).  
Work with dealers to identify best financing 
opportunities. 

• Meet with Industry to encourage all businesses in the oil 
and gas fields in GarCo convert a percentage of their 

GarCo, GCE, 
WSCNG, City of 

GWS, Town of 
Carbondale, Oil 

and Gas 
Industry, GEO 
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fleets to CNG. 
• Identify and research grant opportunities – GEO can 

take the lead. 
 
Maintenance Facilities 
 

 

• In Garfield County work with GWS Ford, City of 
Glenwood Springs, USFS and BLM to determine if a 
short-term partnership is possible to allow the 
governments to acquire a small number of CNG vehicles 
and utilize GWS Ford for maintenance (GWS Ford will 
be building a new maintenance bay for CNG and is 
interested in building demand for CNG vehicle 
maintenance.)  

 
 

GCE, WSCNG, 
GarCo. Auto 

Dealers, 
local/federal 

govts 

 



Memorandum 
 
 
To:  GEC Board of Directors 
 
From:  Tom Baker, GCE 
 
Date:  May 9, 2012 
 
Re:  Rifle TOD Project: Summary of Charrette Week 
 
As you know from Keith’s updates, the City of Rifle is undertaking an ambitious 
and exciting project to stimulate downtown growth and development.  Nathan 
Lindquist is the planner in charge of the project.  In mid April Rifle convened the 
project team and conducted a week long community charrette as a way to build 
interest, share ideas and ask the community to collectively brainstorm Rifle’s 
future. 
 
While the project is only 4-months into a 24+month process, Nathan has agreed to 
share with GCE a summary of the first Charrette Week. 
 
If time permits, perhaps Keith can reflect on the past decade of leadership, 
visioning, strategic planning and project implementation, which set the table and 
made this current Rifle TOD Project possible. 
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Memorandum 
 
To:  GCE Board 
 
From:  Tom Baker and Erica Sparhawk 
 
Date:  May 9, 2012 
 
Re:  Financing Discussion: Transfer of DOE Grant from GarCo to GCE 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of this memorandum is two-fold: 

• To recommend that the Garfield County Commissioners request DOE and 
Boulder County allow the “Repurposing” of appropriate amounts of grant funds 
to market loans, provide incentives for the program (rebates, etc), and 
administration/legal/bookkeeping/reporting. 

• To direct staff to work with the County and develop appropriate documents to 
transfer DOE finance program grant funding and oversight responsibility to GCE. 

 
Background and Discussion:  As the Board is aware, Garfield County was awarded a 
$600k grant by DOE to create financing opportunities for residences and businesses to 
make energy efficiency/renewable energy improvements to their buildings. Specifically, 
$400k is dedicated as credit enhancements for participating banks making these loans and 
$200k is for a “Revolving Loan” fund, for smaller residential loans, which will be 
administered by Funding Partners. 
 
Over the past few months, the County Commissioners have directed County staff to 
reduce the County’s long-term responsibility for reporting and other tasks associated with 
this grant. Since the loan programs will continue after the Better Buildings grant ends, 
there will be ongoing oversight and reporting back to the DOE about the status of these 
programs. One option being explored is to modify current contractual relationships as 
needed in order to transfer long-term management and reporting obligations related to the 
financing funds directly to GCE. As the Board knows, GCE was formed in a manner that 
allows for GCE to accept and manage federal, state and other grants. 
 
Over the past two weeks, Jim Rada and GCE staff have had discussions with staff from 
DOE and Boulder County in order to explain Garfield County’s desire to transfer grant 
responsibilities to GCE.  DOE and Boulder staff believe that this can accomplished and 
will work with Garfield County and GCE to accomplish, if the GCE Board is in 
agreement. 
 
The County Manager and Jim Rada have notified the County Attorney’s office and 
directed them to work on this task.  GCE staff has contacted Jim Neu and asked him to 
attend today’s meeting and participate in the discussion.  Assistant County Attorney Tari 
Williams is also in communication with Jim Neu, exploring the legal requirements of 
such a shift in responsibility. 
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As the Board is also aware, staff has been working diligently to organize, develop and 
promote the above-mentioned energy efficiency loan program with local banks ($400k 
credit enhancement). For a number of reasons this program has not captured the 
imagination of local banks. In discussions between the staffs of DOE, Boulder County, 
Garfield County and GCE is became clear that the grantees will be required to take a 
much more active role in program marketing in order to give this program a chance to 
succeed. 
 
As these staff discussions continued it became apparent that an active role in marketing 
the finance programs specifically and providing additional incentives was not envisioned 
in the original grant scope-of-work. In addition, the reporting requirements are much 
more extensive than was initially budgeted when the grant was awarded. DOE staff then 
informed us (Boulder, Garfield and GCE) that DOE will authorize a portion of the grant 
to be “repurposed” to promote program success. During these discussions DOE suggested 
that program marketing, program incentives and program administration be reviewed and 
re-budgeted and submitted to DOE/Boulder County for authorization.   
 
Attached is a table outlining “Next Steps” for the DOE Grant Transfer and preliminary 
budget ideas for “Repurposing” - loan program marketing, incentives and administration.  
These attachments are works in progress and will evolve as we receive more information 
from DOE and Boulder County.   
 
Recommendation:  First, GCE Board requests Garfield County Commissioners seek 
authorization from DOE/Boulder County to amend the existing contract to reflect the new 
program needs – marketing, incentives, administration/legal. 
 
Second, direct staff to work with Garfield County staff to develop all necessary 
documents for consideration of and action by all parties involved to complete the transfer 
of the DOE grant funding and oversight responsibilities from Garfield County to GCE. 
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Draft&Document&for&Planning&Purposes&Only& !
Next!Steps!to!move!financing!program!oversight!to!
Garfield!Clean!Energy.!!
!

Updated!5/1/2012!

Actions! Decisions! Status/Questions!to!
further!explore!

1.!Repurpose!some!
funds!in!existing!LLR!
to!other!uses!

1.!BOCC!amend!contract!with!
Boulder!County!
!
2.!BOCC!amend!contract!with!
CHFA!

Need!to!confirm!with!
Boulder!that!we!do!
indeed!need!to!amend!
contract.!!

2.!Transfer!of!funds!
and!obligations!from!
GarCo!to!GCE!

1.!Create!a!subNaward!contract!
with!GCE!for!remaining!funding!
and!reporting/oversight!
obligations.!!
2.!Amend!contract!with!CHFA!so!
that!GCE!now!oversees!CHFA!LLR!
program.!
!!!!a.!Also!consider!transferring!
the!actual!funds!to!CHFA!

Regarding!2a.!Do!we!
want!to!recommend!
this!to!avoid!the!
possibility!of!having!to!
pay!interest!to!the!
Treasury?!!

3.!GarCo!amend!
contract!with!CLEER!

1.!Amend!contract!with!CLEER!to!
change!amount!in!scope!of!work!
and!remove!financing!details.!!

!

4.!GCEC!approve!
contracts!to!finalize!
transfer!of!
responsibility!

1.!Approve!subNaward!contract!
with!BOCC.!!
2.!Approve!contract!with!CHFA!

!

5.!GCEC!set!up!
revolving!loan!
program!

1.!Approve!contract!with!Funding!
Partners!for!revolving!loan!
program.!

!

6.!GCEC!amend!
contract!with!CLEER!

1.!Amend!contract!with!CLEER!to!
cover!financing!program!
reporting!and!set!up!of!revolving!
loan!program.!

!
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Ideas for Repurposing DOE Grant Funds 
 

&

Task&

&

Amount&

&

Comments&

&

Incentives& $25,000& $10,000&for&residential&

loans&

$15,000&for&commercial&

loans&

&

Marketing& $10,000& This&marketing&will&

augment&the&marketing&

done&by&the&specific&

banks&

&

Administrative& $15,000& Legal,&bookkeeping,&

reporting&and&additional&

costs&associated&with&the&

Revolving&Loan&Program&

Revolving&Loan&Program& $50,000& It&appears&that&the&

Revolving&Loan&Program&

may&be&more&attractive&

and&therefore&we&are&

considering&adding&

additional&funds&to&this&

program.&

Total& $100,000& &
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